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Abstract: In this article, an entrepreneur and a researcher discuss the potential short- and long-term liability concerns that may arise for both research institutions and research faculty involved in studying materials whose health risks due to periods of varied exposure are currently unknown. Particular attention is paid to the case of high aspect ratio nanoparticles (HARNs), which studies have demonstrated to be analogous to asbestos fibers. This article first examines the case of HARNs and establishes the danger inherent in persons working with such particles and in the consuming public. It then discusses the current law as established regulating the relationship between university students working in a research laboratory, supervising faculty, and university and current causes of action that have been established in tort for injured students. It considers scenarios that might arise out of emerging nanoscale research, using HARN particle research as an example, to discuss how liability might arise for research institutions and research faculty. Finally, the article concludes with suggestions for possible courses of action universities could take to protect themselves against this type of liability.
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Introduction

Background

What happens when current scientific protocols or understanding proves inadequate to protect individuals from significant harm? This situation has occurred before. Consider the case of the drug, thalidomide. According to Greek, any amount of animal testing using the protocols of that era would not have prevented the thalidomide disaster, irrespective of negligent or willful misconduct on the part of the drug’s developers.¹ Consequently, thalidomide was widely prescribed for morning sickness, and tens of thousands of congenital disabilities resulted.² Today, the standard of care is not to administer drugs to pregnant women unless necessary to save their life, thus avoiding any risk of embryonic development.³ However, thalidomide’s developer, Chemie Grünenthal, remains in litigation >50 years after the fact.³,⁴ The US Food and Drug Administration regulations and consumer protections – as well as the mass tort law – have taken great strides since the thalidomide crisis of the 1950s and the 1960s.⁵ However, the nature of science is to research unknown quantities, and, therefore, the risk remains that something understood as harmless today – no matter how much well-intentioned legislation or precaution is taken – can emerge as the thalidomide of tomorrow.

While law and liability issues involving consumers and the general public have been the subject of significant research, a poorly documented subject is the scenario involving
university research conducted in an area of emerging science or technology that results in harm to the researcher in the near or long term. Marie Curie’s life is well known and remains a cautionary tale – the story of a devoted scientist who, the world and she both uncertain of the side effects of radiation, died quite young from exposure to the very elements she sought to understand. Madame Curie even enacted health regulations to protect her research staff. However, her research killed her nonetheless. Her case, and that of the university faculty in general, can perhaps be written away under the sophisticated user legal doctrine. As professional scientists, faculty are expected to “publish or perish”, reap the rewards of their research, and – as professionals in their field of study – should recognize potential risks inherent in their research and act to minimize them accordingly. In this way, university faculty are analogous to the boxer who steps into the ring conscious and consenting to the possibility that he may be injured. Universities, therefore, owe a diminished duty – or no duty – to protect the faculty from harm resulting from exposure to novel materials they chose to research. Further, faculty exposure will often be the result of their negligence. What, however, does the law make regarding the case of students – graduate or undergraduate – working in the laboratories of university faculty? Can the sophisticated user doctrine be applied to them as well?

At present, nanoscale research – or the fields of nanotechnology, nanomedicine, nanotheranostics, and so on – stands as one of the fastest growing emerging fields of scientific and medical study, regarding both academic interest (grant dollars awarded) and commercial interest (corporate investment/technology transfer). Since President Clinton authorized the National Nanotechnology Initiative, $20 billion has been earmarked by the government for nanoscale research. Additionally, market research studies indicate that the worldwide market for nanoscale products will exceed $3 trillion by 2020. At the same time, however, studies have uncovered disconcerting qualities in nanoparticles – especially the class known as high aspect ratio nanoparticles (HARNs) discussed herein – qualities such as similarities in structure to asbestos fibers. Given the incredible and sustained growth of this research field – estimated at 19% between 2013 and 2017 by one report – it stands to reason that the rate of discovery may outpace the scientific community’s capacity to establish protocols for the secure handling of emerging materials or to determine these materials’ long-term effects on the human body. As demonstrated in the case of thalidomide – and so many other drugs or technologies rushed to market – financial considerations can override ethics under the best of circumstances. Universities and university faculty, given the opportunities presented by commercialization or technology transfer, are not immune to these same market forces. As such, it is paramount that research institutions and their faculty understand the potential liability they may face under varying circumstances – from accidental to negligent to willful – where students are exposed to materials with unknown long-term effects due to a current lack of scientific understanding. By understanding these risks, universities and their faculty will not only be able to mitigate their risks of potential liability but also establish or maintain the best practices within their laboratory environments, thus ensuring the short- and long-term safety of their students.

**Research question**

This paper seeks to address the practical and legal implications for universities and their faculty when conducting research in emerging fields where the health effects of materials associated with these studies are not currently understood by medical science. While the faculty in question can be considered to qualify as sophisticated users in terms of their research, the issues of liability where students are injured while acting under the direction of university faculty are less established. Though this paper seeks to establish a legal theory and best practices relevant to any material of unknown quantity, this paper will examine HARN nanotechnologies in considering the issue of potential liability for injurious effects to student researchers from exposure to nanoscale materials.

This research question is of critical importance to universities as novel materials such as HARNs continue to be researched by growing numbers of faculty and students worldwide. According to estimates, the total of payouts to all plaintiffs in asbestos litigation may exceed $275 billion in the USA alone. Grünenthal, the German pharmaceutical company that developed thalidomide first, settled lawsuits in Germany stemming from resultant congenital disabilities in 1970. In 2013, the company was ordered to pay the Spanish victims group called Avite a settlement worth millions of euros. In August 2012, Grünenthal was criticized for its action in unveiling a statue honoring the victims of thalidomide; despite >50 years having passed, this one action continues to harm the company in both financial and reputational terms.

Researching novel materials presents systematic risks to those involved that can have longstanding, negative consequences for the institutions that do not properly insure themselves against this risk. Universities, therefore, must plan accordingly to ensure they do not become the next Grünenthal or Johns Manville.

This paper first discusses the basic science of HARN nanotechnologies, the qualities of these particles that make...
them of particular concern to health and regulatory agencies, and how these inherent dangers can be extended to the scenario of any current or future research material with unknown health consequences. Then, it outlines the law as established between the university and the student, established causes of action, and potential causes of action that might arise under ordinary and extraordinary scenarios. Finally, it suggests the mitigating actions that universities should take to limit their exposure to potential liability and protect the welfare of their student researchers.

**Risk inherent in emerging technologies**

**Nanomaterials and HARNs explained**

What are nanomaterials? While definitions vary, scientists generally agree that nanomaterials have structured components with at least one dimension measured on the nanoscale or in nanometers, that is, one-millionth of a millimeter. HARNs are a class of nanomaterials; the best known and most widely researched HARNs are carbon nanotubes (CNTs).

How do nanomaterials differ from bulk materials? First, nanoparticulate matter possesses a higher ratio of surface area to volume, dramatically enhancing the surface area for chemical reactions; this increase can be as large as 1000-fold. Second, nanomaterials exhibit a quantum effect on the confinement of electrons that may result in a quantized energy spectrum, magnetic moments in materials otherwise nonmagnetic in bulk, and changes in electron affinity. These differences afford nanomaterials a set of commercially, industrially, and medically useful characteristics dissimilar to materials taking more traditional solid, liquid, gaseous, or plasma forms of matter.

What are CNTs? CNTs are “unique nanometer-scale structures based on a graphene cylinder, typically a few nanometers in diameter, which can range in length from a few micrometers to millimeters”. CNTs come in forms such as fibers and as more compact particles. Industry finds CNTs of interest because they possess unique qualities such as being significantly stronger and lighter than steel, having efficiency in conducting electricity and heat, and having the ability to act as semiconductors, among other characteristics. They have become a valuable industrial product.

**HARN danger to workers and consumers**

Why are HARNs of concern to health and environmental safety organizations and researchers? HARNs worry many because they fit the asbestos model of pathogenicity and exposure to asbestos has been determined as a causal agent in a number of diseases of the lung and the pleura, one of the two membranes around the lungs. Research on the pathogenicity of asbestos has yielded three basic characteristics central to whether exposure to asbestos fibers is dangerous for humans: dimension, durability, and dosage.

Dimension is critical because particle shape determines how the human body processes foreign material. Diameter affects the ability of fiber particles to penetrate beyond the ciliated airways deeper into the lungs where deposition can have injurious effects; thin fibers are more aerodynamic and have an easier time clearing the ciliated airways. Fiber length is also critical because fibers longer than 15 µm cannot be processed by macrophages via phagocytosis. This “frustrated” phagocytosis results in a process leading to the induction of tumor necrosis factor-alpha that plays a critical role in the development of pulmonary fibrosis.

Durability is the second factor in fiber pathogenicity. It refers to how soluble a fiber is or how readily the human body can break down a fiber; durable fibers are nonsoluble and, thus, more readily deposit and build up in the lungs and pleural membrane where their presence can lead to inflammation and other health problems. Dose refers to the amount of fiber particles to which a subject has been exposed.

How do HARNs resemble asbestos fibers? Many HARNs possess fibrous dimensions similar to asbestos fibers, as well as enhanced chemical reactivity and biopersistence. CNTs may pose a potential health risk during production, and their fibrous shape raises the possibility that they may have a toxic effect like asbestos. Exposure to asbestos causes asbestosis, bronchogenic carcinoma, mesothelioma, pleural fibrosis, and pleural plaques, indicating that both the lungs and the pleura are targets. These qualities alerted the scientific community to the potential for exposure risks as early as 1998, leading to numerous studies to determine the potential risk. A recent National Institute for Operational Safety and Health (NIOSH) review of 54 animal laboratory studies has shown that exposure to CNTs or carbon nanofibers (CNFs) results in adverse pulmonary effects such as inflammation, granulomas, or pulmonary fibrosis in animals and may, consequently, cause similar effects in humans. However, robust evidence as to the relationship between CNTs/CNFs and human pulmonary injury remains equivocal. Therefore, an unknown potential exposure risk model continues to exist for researchers, industrial workers, and consumers.

However, asbestos types are not all the same in composition or pathogenicity, and the same holds true for CNTs; therefore, a cautionary approach is advised. As CNTs are manmade, they may be able to be fabricated into forms that reduce toxicity. A more detailed and comparative discussion of these materials is needed, but it is beyond the intended...
Extrapolation of HARN danger to researching any unknown material

According to the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, researchers currently understand very little about the biologic or environmental effects of nanoscale materials. An example cited by the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences states that workplaces often have no means to detect the presence of nanoparticles in the air – meaning workers may be critically exposed without their knowledge or that of the organization for which they work. While the field of nanotechnology has existed in theory since American physicist Richard Feynman’s 1959 lecture “There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom”, significant academic and industrial research leading to commercialization efforts did not occur until the early 2000s. Fifteen or more years, therefore, have passed since the dawn of the Age of Nanotechnology without scientists clearly understanding the biologic risks and implications of nanomaterials – plenty of time for accidental, negligent, or willful exposure of university students to materials under study.

Nanotechnology, specifically the case of CNTs, provides ample evidence of how the research cohort studying an emerging technology dramatically outpaces the scientific community’s ability to determine the health or environmental side effects of novel materials. This relationship is the catalyst that generates potential liability risk. As the numbers working with any novel material increase, so also does the probability of exposure – exposure that may cause injurious effects for a year, 2 years, 5 years, or even 20 years in the future. This systematic risk, inherent in the study of emerging science and technology, necessitates the understanding of the university’s legal position in relation to its students as well as a review of the best practices that should be maintained or enacted to protect researchers involved in handling novel materials.

How the law will treat three scenarios of exposure

Legal theory governing student exposure to harmful materials

Asbestos-related claims are generally brought under theories of products liability (where the plaintiff was not an employee of the defendant) or worker’s compensation (where the plaintiff was an employee of the defendant). However, in general, universities are neither the manufacturer of any products containing the novel materials researched by their faculty nor are their students the employees of the laboratories in which they work. Unique situations do exist when a faculty member licenses his/her inventions through a technology transfer agreement and conducts his/her spinout company’s operations on campus or when students are paid to work in a research environment. In most situations, the basic theory of law and cause of action available to an injured student will be a suit for negligence.

Negligence

There are five tenets to a prima facie case for negligence in tort law that a plaintiff student must prove to recover against his/her university or supervising faculty member: duty of care, breach of the duty of care, causation in fact, legal causation, and actual harm or loss.

Duty of care/standard of care

A duty of care arises when a person or legal entity undertakes an affirmative action that could reasonably be expected to affect other people. In Texas and Georgia, a university student is considered an invitee at law upon a university’s campus to whom the university and its employees owe a reasonable duty of care. In Nebraska, instructors have a legal duty to supervise their students in a nonnegligent fashion. Across the 50 states, general principles for determining the duty of care differ. Some states, such as Florida and Massachusetts, use the foreseeability test, meaning that a duty arises in the defendant if the harm to the plaintiff is foreseeable. In contrast, California pioneered the multifactor test for the duty of care that allows a set of public policy factors to negate the general duty of care that exists for all citizens under the California Civil Code. As of today, the vast majority of states follow some variation of the multifactor test.

Standard of care refers to whether an individual or legal entity exercised the same caution as a reasonable person or legal entity under similar circumstances. What caution or standard of care, then, is required of universities and their faculty in relation to their students? The doctrine of in loco parentis does not apply to the relationship between college administrators, faculty, and adult university students. The duty to warn – such as in providing oversight and laboratory safety courses – attaches correlative to the student’s own professional level. The duty to warn does not arise against generally known risks within a particular trade or profession. This standard of care is known as the sophisti-
cated user doctrin, and more than half of all state courts have adopted this standard as their governing law.54

As such, the institutions will likely be held to different standards depending upon the educational level attained by a plaintiff.19,52 For instance, the plaintiff in Niles v. Board of Regents was a doctoral student who was injured in a laboratory accident after mixing chemicals together.19 The court held his prior education in chemistry should have either given him a professional understanding of or accorded him the wisdom to look up the potential reactions of certain chemicals before mixing them.19 As such, the plaintiff was found to have not met the evidentiary standard to prove the defendant university breached its duty of care.19 By comparison, a university would owe an undergraduate student a higher standard of care because undergraduates lack the formal training and technical expertise of a graduate students such as the plaintiff in Niles.52

Breach of the duty of care

The governing rule in the USA for breach of duty of care is the hand rule which states that the defendant breaches his/her duty to provide against injury when the probability and severity of resulting injuries outweighs the burden of providing adequate precaution.55 It is a balancing test that, ultimately, would weigh the expense – finances, labor hours, and so on – necessary to avoid student exposure to novel materials against the probability that exposure would result in injury and the severity of the resultant injury.

In Fu v. State, a Nebraska doctoral student in chemistry sued his university after being injured in a laboratory explosion, and the trial court found his professor’s lackluster supervision to constitute a breach of the supervisor’s duty of care.20 Compared to the foreseeable risk and potential severity of injury caused by laboratory explosions when researching chemistry, the Nebraska Supreme Court found the burden of expecting the supervising professor to provide adequate time, instruction, and laboratory supervision to students pursuing dangerous experiments de minimis at best.20 While a more constructive argument might be made regarding the foreseeability of injury from future novel materials, in the case of HARNs – where numerous studies have linked exposure to the risk of serious pulmonary injury in various animal models, and government agencies are urging workplace precaution – courts will likely follow the Fu precedent. When presented with a student dying of mesothelioma or lung cancer, they will hold defendant universities liable where reasonably inexpensive safety measures could have prevented exposure.

Causation

In proving negligence, a plaintiff student must show that the breach of duty by the university or university faculty was both the direct and the proximate cause of the harm.41 To be the direct cause, the accidental, negligent, or willful act must have been necessary in order for the harm to result; in other words, the harm would not have occurred but for the breach of duty.41

“Proximate cause is defined as the point at which legal responsibility for harm arising from a defendant’s act may be established by evidence such that the defendant’s negligent act or failure to act was a substantial factor in bringing about the plaintiff’s harm”.56,57 To be the proximate cause, the breach of duty must meet the burden of one of three tests depending on the venue of the case. Under the foreseeability test – the most common test – the plaintiff must prove that the harm was foreseeable to arise from the actions of the defendant.58,59 Under the minority direct causation rule, if the breach can be causally linked to the harm in question, then it is the proximal cause unless a superseding intervening cause takes place between the breach and the harm.59,60 Finally, New York State uses a test called harm within the risk. According to this rule promulgated by Benjamin Cardozo, the plaintiff must be within a class of persons reasonably foreseeable to be injured by the defendant’s act in order for the defendant’s act to have been the proximate cause of plaintiff’s injury.61

In Fu, while the court determined the graduate student’s supervising faculty member negligent, it also determined that this negligence was not the proximate cause of the student’s injury.20 Despite the professor’s negligent monitoring, the court found that even had the professor monitored properly, it would not have been enough to make the professor aware that the plaintiff would attempt the dangerous experiment on the day in question, thus offering the professor an opportunity to prevent disaster.20 While this Nebraska court uses the foreseeability test in determining the proximate cause, it could just have easily deigned the plaintiff’s negligence in not researching the chemicals he was using before experimenting as a superseding intervening cause under the direct causation rule, similar to the outcome in Niles.19,20 Proving causation in any HARN or novel material litigation will likely require expert testimony and will hinge on close factors such as whether the student was exposed while conducting research for a professor or for his/her own purposes (thesis/doctoral research) as well as whether these facts can be proven many years after the exposure takes place.

Actual harm and damages

In order to recover under a theory of negligence, a plaintiff must prove he/she suffered an actual harm or incurred an
actual loss. This means the student must prove the actual damages he/she has suffered because of the defendant’s actions – physical, economic, or noneconomic.

Should a plaintiff student reach this stage of a trial, the defendant university’s counsel will likely be limited to contending the amount of general damages – noneconomic damages such as loss of consortium or pain and suffering – as the majority of damages associated with the injury – medical bills and lost wages – will be easy to document. In the case where the negligent act was willful or reckless – such as knowingly disregarding university or Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) safety protocols for expediency – a court would potentially grant punitive damages to a student plaintiff as well.

Worker’s compensation

In certain instances, students researching novel materials in university facilities may also count as employees of the institution or a faculty-owned company operating on campus. For reference, Black’s Law Dictionary defines an employee as “a person in the service of another under any contract of hire, express or implied, oral or written, where the employer has the power or right to control and direct the employee in the material details of how the work is to be performed”.

Though the question of what constitutes an employee is a contentious issue, control is central to any analysis. When determining whether a student worker is an employee, universities should consider to what extent supervisory faculty oversee and dictate how research is undertaken. As greater latitude is afforded to the student, the likelihood the student can qualify as an independent contractor instead of an employee increases. One simple rule of thumb for any organization is as follows: if the worker has been issued a W-2 form for his/her work, then the organization is acknowledging him/her as an employee.

Arising out of prong

Where a student qualifies as an employee of a university or faculty-owned business, that student may be able to bring a claim for compensation under state worker’s compensation laws, depending on underlying state law. The basic rule of worker’s compensation law covers injuries arising out of and in the course of employment. While insurance pays worker’s compensation claims, claims cause insurance rates to go up, so, universities may want to fight claims that are marginal.

In general, arising out of employment means the type of risk that the plaintiff student was exposed to that resulted in their injury was the one he/she was exposed to due to his/her employment. As an example, many nanoparticles are naturally occurring and medical science suspects nanoparticle exposure to be a factor in the development in a number of diseases. All people are exposed to the systematic risk of naturally occurring nanoparticles simply by breathing everyday. By comparison, where a plaintiff shows he/she have developed a disease known to be caused by an artificial class of chemicals – chemicals he/she once researched in a laboratory setting – the risk of exposure leading to their injury can only be factually arisen “out of” his/her employment.

In the course of prong

In order to arise in the course of employment, an injury must occur during the period of employment, at a location an employee reasonably may be, and while fulfilling job duties or activities incidental to his/her duties. In most instances, the period of employment will be easy to document through institutional or tax records. A more difficult issue may arise in documenting whether the exposure leading to injury occurred during the period of employment in cases where the plaintiff student worked in laboratories where the conditions for exposure existed as both employee and nonemployee. This fact pattern may arise when a student researcher is employed by a faculty start-up, but also uses university laboratory space to conduct research projects related to theses or dissertations. This fact pattern may also be a point of contention where dual roles exist in terms of the fulfilling job duties prong of the test; the defendant may contend that students who could have been exposed while conducting research in pursuance of their Master’s thesis or doctoral dissertation were not engaged in job-related functions.

The location prong will not generally constitute a point of contention when exposure occurs in a university laboratory. However, the issue location may raise is one of who is the proper defendant against which a plaintiff student should file a worker’s compensation claim. Where a faculty member licenses university-owned technology and operates a spinout company on campus – through either a formal agreement to rent laboratory space or an informal understanding allowing the use of laboratory space for company research and development – there may be an issue of on whose premises the injury took place. If a formal agreement does not exist, it may be possible to argue that the work done as an employee of the faculty member’s company does not meet the requirements for worker’s compensation as the work would not have been conducted upon company property or leasehold.
Aggravation claims
It is important for universities and their faculty to understand that worker’s compensation law may not bar further lawsuits depending upon the circumstances under which exposure occurred. A cause of action for aggravation of a disease exists where an employer fraudulently conceals a disease or disability.73 The action required exceeds failure to warn of potential harm from exposure where knowledge exists, such as detecting that a student has begun to develop some sort of disease due to exposure to a novel material and then concealing this fact and inducing the student to return to an environment risking greater exposure.70 While research institutions or their faculty are less likely to undertake obfuscating actions similar to asbestos or tobacco manufacturers, it is important for universities to understand all avenues of potential liability in order to insure against them.

Environmental safety liability
Additionally, universities, like any organization, are compelled to act under OSHA guidelines, OSHA-approved state plans, or local state laws governing workplace safety – whichever the general counsel determines to cover their institution. Student plaintiffs, exposed as students or employees, cannot bring a private cause of action under OSHA.71 However, violations of these guidelines uncovered during student litigation could result in further liability in the nature of fines and injunctions.72 Arizona, Arkansas, California, Connecticut, and Illinois law also affords injured workers a separate cause of action or enhanced award when OSHA violations occur.73

Defenses
Contributory or comparative negligence
Contributory negligence acts as an affirmative defense for a tortfeasor and completely bars recovery for negligent acts.74 However, it is available in only a small number of US states.75 Comparative negligence functions as a partial defense and reduces a tortfeasor’s liability according to the plaintiff’s relative fault in causing his/her injuries.75

Many instances may occur that could result in a finding of contributory or comparative negligence upon the part of a plaintiff student. The student failed to wear a breathing mask or properly operate a ventilation hood while working with the novel material. The student did not complete a required laboratory safety course before conducting the laboratory work that resulted in exposure. Any deviation from proper protocol could be argued successfully to have contributed to the plaintiff’s injury.76

Statutes of limitation
Statutes of limitation in a university’s underlying state jurisdiction may act to bar recovery by a student plaintiff under certain circumstances.77 Given that the type of injury and the time between exposure and discovery are an unknown in this paper, it is difficult to predict how these laws – or future versions – may function. However, in the case of asbestos exposure – to which HARNs compare – courts currently start the clock on the statute of limitations from when discovery of the injury (asbestosis, mesothelioma, and so on) and of its source (working with asbestos) occurs.76–78 As such, the statute of limitations will be unlikely to bar recovery.

Scenario I
Accidental exposure
In this scenario, a typical student is working in a laboratory setting at a university under the direction of a faculty member researching a novel material with unknown health effects such as HARNs. During the course of his/her study, the student is accidentally (read: nonnegligently) exposed to the novel material in a quantity significant enough that a severe health problem develops in the short or long term, such as mesothelioma.

Liability
Where the university and its faculty are nonnegligent in their duties to exposed students, no tortious liability will accrue. However, workers’ compensation law is not based on fault; it is a system of insurance. Where the injured student can successfully claim to have counted as a university or faculty startup employee during exposure, the student will be able to bring a claim for workers’ compensation – provided, of course, that the university or faculty business in question is properly covered. As there is no question here of intentional or reckless behavior, there is no liability for punitive damages or acceleration under state statutes for violation of workplace safety protocols.

Scenario II
Negligent exposure
In this scenario, a typical student is working in a laboratory setting at a university under the direction of a faculty member researching a novel material with unknown health effects, such as HARNs. During the course of their study, the student...
is exposed to the novel material in significant quantities due to negligence on the part of his/her supervising faculty member, another university employee, or a fellow student. In the short or long term, they develop a severe health problem such as mesothelioma as a result.

Liability
In this scenario, the plaintiff is able to prove that negligence on the part of another actor resulted in his/her injuries. In the fact pattern where the negligent actor is a faculty member or other university employee, the university will be liable in tort for damages, provided the negligence is shown to have been the cause of the plaintiff’s injuries. There may be significant debate on this point scientifically, given that all people are exposed to nanoparticles on a daily basis and because it may be difficult to prove the specificity of exposure leading to injury, unless exposure occurred on a daily basis as in asbestos worker lawsuits. Where the negligent party is another student, the university’s liability will hinge on whether the supervising faculty member was negligent in his/her supervision of the negligent student. If the faculty member was not negligent, then the university cannot be liable and the student would have to bring a suit solely against the fellow student. As in the prior scenario, workers’ compensation will be available to students who qualify as employees at the time of exposure.

Where negligent (but not willful) violations of workplace safety guidelines are part of the findings of fact related to the negligence lawsuit, some states may accelerate recovery for the plaintiff and fines may be levied upon the institution in question. Unlike the prior scenario where the plaintiff could only bring a worker’s compensation claim, all standard defenses will be available to the university to fight this negligence lawsuit.

Scenario III
Willful exposure
In this scenario, a typical student is working in a laboratory setting at a university under the direction of a faculty member researching a novel material such as HARNs. During the course of his/her study, the student is exposed to the novel material in significant quantities due to willful or reckless action on the part of the supervisory faculty member, another university employee, or a fellow student. In the short or long term, they develop a severe health problem such as mesothelioma as a result. While this scenario may seem difficult to fathom in academia, risk-taking behavior can arise in all professions – out of expediency, laziness, or hubris – resulting in harm to self or others.

Liability
This scenario posits the fact pattern of intentional behavior causing the plaintiff student’s exposure. Where the exposure is willful – such as a professor ordering his/her students to undertake experiments through or under conditions that will expose them to materials against established protocols such as safety guidelines – courts may grant the plaintiff punitive damages in addition to compensatory damages. In extraordinary cases where the behavior was intentional, a court may uphold a plaintiff’s cause of action for battery rather than simple or gross negligence. Additionally, defense theories that apportion blame to the plaintiff, such as contributory or comparative negligence, are not available when the defendant is shown to have behaved in an intentional manner. Where the party at fault is a fellow student rather than a university employee, courts will consider the fact that the behavior was intentional in determining whether the supervisor was negligent. On the one hand, intentional behavior may be less foreseeable than a laboratory accident scenario. On the other hand, supervisors should understand the personalities and politics of their graduate students’ relationships and be able to foresee actions their acolytes might take.

As in each scenario, student employees will be able to bring a workers’ compensation claim and in states where such statutes exist, intentional behavior that violated workplace safety guidelines will accelerate these claims. Further, a defendant university guilty of intentional violation of these standards will likely face fines from federal or state officials.

Conclusion
Recommended courses of action by universities
Centers for Disease Control (CDC) safety protocols for nanoscale materials
As an immediate precaution when students and faculty are working with novel materials, it is suggested that certain CDC safety protocols be enacted in university laboratories. After conducting a thorough review of the potential hazards of CNTs and CNFs, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health promulgated the following recommendations:

1. Control worker exposure to CNT and CNF below 1 µg/m³ 8 h time-weighted average, respirable fraction (elemental carbon) during a 40 h work week.
2. Conduct comprehensive exposure assessments as part of an overall hazard surveillance program.
3. Develop guidelines for selecting, installing, and evaluating engineering controls (e.g., local exhaust ventilation, dust collection systems).
4. Educate and train workers on the recognition of potential exposures and in the use of good work practices in the handling of bulk CNT and CNF, as well as CNT- and CNF-containing materials.
5. Develop procedures for the selection and use of personal protective equipment (i.e., clothing, gloves, respirators).
6. Implement a medical surveillance program for workers potentially exposed to CNT or CNF with conduct of specific medical screening tests when warranted.
7. Conduct routine (e.g., annual) and systematic evaluation of worker exposure to CNT or CNF when there is a process change in how CNTs or CNFs are manufactured or handled.
8. Encourage workers to wash hands before eating, smoking, or leaving the worksite.
9. Establish facilities for showering and changing clothes, with separate facilities for storage of nonwork clothing, to prevent the inadvertent cross-contamination of other areas (including take-home).

**Hold harmless agreements**

As further precaution against potential future liability given the uncertainty that novel materials present, it is suggested that universities require students at any academic level who will be working with novel materials whose health and environmental effects are unknown to sign hold harmless agreements. The hold harmless agreement acts as a release from liability should exposure result in injury and acknowledges an understanding of the risks involved in working with novel materials. Each student must be required to sign prior to being allowed to enter any laboratory environment where novel materials are worked with due to the potential for nanoparticles to be present in the air – even entering a research laboratory could result in accidental exposure.

The hold harmless agreement should describe the general nature of research pursued at the university – covering all novel materials that may be encountered – and include space within the form for the student’s research advisor to fill in the course of study to be undertaken as well as any novel materials to be utilized during the study. The university should provide an opportunity for students to consult their university counsel regarding the agreement if desired where feasible. The university counsel should review underlying state law to ensure the agreement comports with local law.

**Insurance**

Because of the nature of novel materials, it may prove difficult for universities to make this calculus in the present to determine whether they will face potential liability in the future. Managing risks of unknown severity or probability is generally the realm of insurance carriers. According to Michael H Ginsberg, a partner at the major law firm, Jones Day, insurance carriers such as Lloyd’s of London have already begun to alter their policies to account for nanotechnology risks. Ginsberg forecasts policies that offer very limited coverage with very high premiums. In contrast, researchers at the University of Limerick have recently conducted a review of the insurance industry that suggested insurers are poorly informed about nanotechnology and far less concerned about its risks than scientists in the field. It is, therefore, recommended that universities purchase liability insurance where affordable and practicable before the industry catches up to researchers on nanoscale risks and hikes their premiums.

**Future research**

A systematic risk inherent in researching novel materials exists engendering a potential source of future liability for universities and their faculty. This paper analyzes the potential causes of action that could stem from this liability. Further review of case law is necessary to determine the likelihood that courts will hold injuries from exposure to novel materials as foreseeable or not. In the case of asbestos and many other products liability lawsuits, the tortfeasor was shown to have been aware of the risk his/her product or novel material posed to workers before exposure took place. While all instances of products liability do not work this way, more research is necessary to predict whether courts will find materials such as HARNs analogous to asbestos.
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